D. Cavin (Springer, Heidelberg) , zorz. Pp. 39a, 23.5 x r5.5 cm. Price dZS.ggl*tS.g5l€39.95 (paperback; ISBN 978 r 4614 o655 6).
The collection of astronomical catalogues has a long tradition. Some may remember Dixon's monumental 'Master List' of non-stellar objects. However, in amateur astronomyJ especially where deep-sky objects are concerned, there is little literature. Now the American amateur Jerry Cavin has tried to fill the gap, presentillg a "catalogue ofcatalogues", which is announced as a "complete guide to the heavenly bodie [slc] In all, the catalogue selection is unsatisfactory and the tables brim over with typos ("Tiiffid Nebula", "Leo Mor"), content-related errors, and format problems. The presented information is often incorrect, inconsistent, irrelevant, or just strange (e.g., unexplained rypes 'NbDF', *GxyC1d", "r44Glx").
Relevant data is missing. The internet offers much better data. 
